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Abstract 

Enhancing industrial organizations’ responsiveness to market fluctuations is essential to survive current global supply 
chain challenges. Better responsiveness can be attained through robust and real-time production planning, especially 
on the tactical level through Aggregate Production Planning (APP) activities. A key variable in APP is workforce 
productivity enhancement. However, the dynamic nature of the workforce raises concerns about productivity 
improvement initiatives. To address this issue, the incorporation of organizational learning and social sustainability 
into APP has received significant attention from megacorps looking to increase competitiveness. This literature review 
assesses the prevalence of workforce productivity and social sustainability considerations in the APP problem. The 
review found that there is a limited number of studies that consider organizational learning in APP, and more research 
is needed to address the resilience of organizational learning evaluation models. Additionally, there is a lack of studies 
that focus on social sustainability measures in APP. Finally, it was observed that metaheuristic approaches are 
commonly used to solve complex APP problems, with genetic algorithms, harmony search algorithms, and simulated 
annealing being the most frequently employed methods. More research is needed to explore the use of other 
metaheuristic approaches and to assess their effectiveness in solving APP problems.  
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1.Introduction
Aggregate Production Planning (APP) is the medium-term capacity planning that determines the production plans 
required to meet customer demands (Sakallı et al. 2010). The APP problem generally aims to find the ideal production 
quantity considering inventory capacity and lowering cost employment level throughout a finite planning horizon 
(Cheraghalikhani et al. 2019). APP’s primary objective is to manage plant capacity to fit demand while considering 
lowering the costs and presence of limited financial resources (Khaled et al. 2022). A typical APP problem involves 
simplification of considered influencing factors, such as machine failures, workforce productivity, backorders, setup 
time, changeover time, and delivery lead time. 

In today’s challenging industrial environment, with the scarcity of raw materials, growing world demand, and 
environmental regulations, sustainability has become a top priority throughout the production processes. In addition, 
unexpected events (for example, COVID-19) causing disruptions to the global economy made industrial firms adopt 
and change plans and policies related to employee management. Such policies and plans aim for better workforce 
performance and a healthy, socially sustainable working environment that ensures work-life balance (Kumar & Suresh 
2009; Türkay et al. 2016). In this article, the term workforce includes all white and blue-collar staff and all other 
employees interfering with the product/service. 

Sustainability-based Aggregate Production Planning (SAPP) is derived from the commonly accepted definitions of 
sustainable development, sustainable manufacturing, and production planning. Zarte et al. (2022) define SAPP as “the 
planning of production activities to achieve conventional (economic) production goals, ensuring the enterprises’ 
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operation. Moreover, other sustainability goals must be achieved, avoiding, reducing, or compensating environmental 
damages and social issues”. Introducing sustainability measures among these activities, including APP, require proper 
redesigning of organizational planning levels. 
 
Workforce learning and experience evaluation are aspects with great impact on APP as they affect the actual 
production performance directly, and such aspects have not gained much attention in recent APP literature (Hahn & 
Brandenburg, 2018; Mehdizadeh et al. 2018). Industries, such as textiles, construction, automotive, customer service, 
retail, and healthcare, that depend on workforce performance will be the most beneficial from integrating experience 
evaluation with APP. Considering the organizational learning effect as the learning effect of a larger group of 
individuals within the same organization is with great influence on “converging” sustainability goals, by enhancing 
the efficiency and competence of individuals. Employees at all levels within the organization are continuously 
encouraged to develop their abilities and technical knowledge (Silveira et al. 2013). 
 
With the importance of having a sustainable APP and the constantly changing industrial environment in terms of 
workforce resources’ availability, the objective of this article is to assess the prevalence of workforce productivity and 
social sustainability considerations in the APP problem. More specifically, this objective will be achieved through 
reviewing the related literature that considers 1) modelling organizational learning impact on workforce productivity, 
2) adopting sustainability measures that ensure proper human resource utilization, and, finally, 3) aiming for more 
robust modelling and solution approaches that incorporate real-world production system variables. 

1. Review Methodology 
A literature review was conducted using the Scopus (Elsevier) database up to June 2022. This study sets out to answer 
the following questions:  

1) How far is organizational learning (the “Learning Curve” effect) impacting the APP problem? 
2) What is the current status of workforce-related aspects (social sustainability) in APP problems? and  
3) What modelling and solution approaches can handle such problem complexity? 

The first step in this review was to start searching articles by defining the research focus that is aligned with the 
mentioned questions, where three tracks were defined. The first one is Aggregate Production Planning, the second one 
is workforce efficiency evaluation (organizational learning), and the last one is social sustainability. The chosen 
keywords for the first track were “Aggregate Production Planning” and “Aggregate Planning”; for the second track, 
were “Organizational learning”, “learning rate”, and “learning curve”; and for the third track, were “Social” and 
“Social Sustainability”. In addition, more keywords were used to investigate solution approaches, including but not 
limited to “Meta-Heuristic” and “Metaheuristic”. Hence, the following section will discuss the following aspects: 1) 
Descriptive findings of organizational learning impact in APP, SAPP focusing on workforce social-related aspects, 
and APP problem modelling and solution approach.  2) Numerical findings discussing some statistical insights 
regarding the conducted review. Finally, summarizing the findings, opportunities, and highlighting the limitations is 
presented in the last section. 

2. Review Findings and Results 
Descriptive Findings 

              Organizational Learning in Aggregate Production Planning (APP) 
Much effort must be focused on improving workforce productivity and utilization in aiming for a higher responsive 
manufacturing system. One invaluable part of achieving this goal is effective workforce performance management, 
particularly the concept of workforce experience evolution. The evaluation of workforce experience is based on the 
learning curve phenomenon. This concept’s impact is considered in many applications, including APP, workforce 
flexibility, workforce assignment, impact on inventory management, impact on operations cost, and production 
capacity planning (Attia et al. 2022). 
 
The use of learning curve aims to relate the labor performance on a specific task to the number of repetitions of that 
task. The incorporation of such a phenomenon in planning activities strongly elevates the utilization of capacities in 
many real-practical situations. In practice, the learning curve can be considered through various levels and concepts 
such as individual learning, group learning, and organizational learning. The individual learning concept reflects the 
increase in capacity that contributes to the organization’s success by a specified worker. Group learning considers 
individual learning concept as well as knowledge transfer between workers in a group; whereas organizational learning 
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captures the improvement of the organization’s performance on a specific product that was produced by the 
contribution of the whole workforce rather than a specified individual or group. Nevertheless, when considering 
products manufactured by incorporating several production units of the workforce on a tactical level, organizational 
learning curves are more effective, as the only available data will be aggregate planning and performance data (Levin 
& Globersont  1993).  
 
Table 1 presents the search statements for two queries used to investigate the consideration of workforce experience 
evaluation in APP and how such evaluation could impact APP outcomes. Search results distinguishing APP and the 
learning curve effect outlined a significant limitation in the number of results. 

Table 1. Scopus search statement and results of APP with learning effect considerations 

 
 Search Statement Total Results 

1 TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Aggregate Production Planning” OR “Aggregate Planning”) AND 
TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Learning Curve” OR “Learning Rate”) 10 

2 TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Aggregate Production Planning” OR “Aggregate Planning”) AND ALL 
(“Organizational learning” OR “learning rate” OR “learning curve”) 33 

 
The first query resulted in 10 documents, and only 8 of them could be considered relevant. Unexpectedly, the topic of 
organizational learning in APP has been handled since 1976, aiming to configure an optimal aggregate schedule under 
productivity change by constant learning curve estimates (Ebert  1976). Moreover, demand and productivity change 
were considered according to the learning curve impact (Khoshnevis  1979). An analysis of models that considers 
productivity improvement in aggregate production scheduling and workforce planning problem indicated 
insufficiency of the existing models as they divide the productivity improvement effect by addition and reduction of 
constant rates (Khoshnevis et al. 1982). Furthermore, a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model was used 
to identify the optimal mix of internal and external technical resources to achieve the most suitable strategic expertise 
mix (Gagnon & Krasner  1990). Chakravarty et al. (1992) expressed the labor learning curve effect on production rate 
as a capacity constraint that could be increased with time (experience development). Despite the early consideration 
of such phenomena, the APP problem was not considered adequately with productivity change by learning curve 
incorporation except in the case study of Attia et al. (2022).  
 
The novel case study by Attia et al. (2022), which illustrated and modelled the organizational learning effect on the 
APP problem, was successful in considering the workforce learning curve to manage production cost efficiently. Their 
proposed model successfully reduced production costs by an average of 6.3%, and such minor improvement 
engendered a massive cost saving of 17.3 million Egyptian pounds in terms of monetary value. Thus, considering the 
organizational learning effect would be beneficial for workforce-dependent production systems in reducing production 
costs (Attia et al. 2022).  
 
To further investigate the learning curve consideration in the APP problem, a second query was performed through 
changing the learning keywords query string in the first query to ALL, while adding “organizational learning” with 
the aim of exploring the number of results that included these words. This search statement resulted in 33 documents, 
which included the previous query’s 10 results as well. This limited number of results again confirms the limitation 
indicated by the previous query’s articles and highlights the necessity of further exploration of the learning curve 
effect on the aggregate production problem. 
 
In addition, it was observed from both queries that the learning curve models could be classified into single-variable 
or multi-variable models, where multi-variable models can accommodate factors that would influence how fast, how 
far, and how well a worker learns within a specified horizon (Attia et al. 2016). Future research in this area could be 
enriched by distinguishing appropriate learning curve evaluation variables and studying the impact of these variables 
on production rates, inventory levels, and workforce requirements. 
 
2.1.1 Sustainable Aggregate Production Planning (SAPP) 
In this fast-paced challenging market, an enormous amount of internal and external variables influences the entire 
production system’s competitiveness. In workforce-dependent industries, significant concerns have been raised in 
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recent years regarding workforce aspects related to the social pillar of sustainability, such as social distancing, 
overtime working hours, employee satisfaction, training of the temporary workforce, job security, and employee safety 
(Khaled et al. 2022). In addition, the substantial global aspiration to force sustainability restrictions through all 
attributes of resources in the industry adds more sophistication to the planning activities throughout the entire supply 
chain (Rasmi et al. 2019).  
 
According to the recent review by Khaled et al. (2022), most sustainability case studies in production planning focus 
on energy parameters. Moreover, recent studies stated that the number of case studies on production planning problems 
that simultaneously consider economic, environmental, and social pillars together is limited, and that among all 
sustainability pillars, social sustainability is the least considered pillar in this field, either as a single pillar or when 
integrated with other pillars (Khaled et al. 2022; Türkay et al. 2016). 

Table 2. Scopus search statement and results of SAPP 

Search Statement Total Results 
TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Aggregate Production Planning” OR “Aggregate Planning”) AND TITLE-
ABS-KEY (“Social” OR “Social Sustainability”) 18 

 
Table 2 shows the results of the search statement used to explore the research trend of social sustainability within the 
APP problem, confirming the limitation highlighted by previous researchers. A limited number of results appeared 
when searching for social sustainability consideration as a single pillar, specifically in the APP problem. Reviewing 
the 18 documents, it was found that only 6 of them are relevant to the APP problem, including 1 review paper, as 
discussed next.  
 
Rasmi et al. (2019) developed a multi-objective APP model that addresses economic, environmental, cultural, and 
social sustainability pillars with more focus on the social aspect that is infrequently addressed according to their 
literature. They established an exact solution by applying Multi-Objective Mixed-Integer Linear Programming 
(MOMILP) on a numerical case study of a home appliance manufacturer. The authors also indicated that for a minor 
decrease in profit by 2%, the manufacturer was able to achieve high performance in non-economic factors of SAPP. 
Hahn et al. (2018) introduced a decision support system applied to the chemical process industry to select optimum 
production routing that ensures improved capacity utilization while considering the reduction of carbon emissions and 
unnecessary overtime working hours. Saracoglu et al. (2015) considered economic, environmental, and social pillars 
in APP, aiming to fill the gap in SAPP literature. Their model considered employee job security, employee health, 
work-family balance, and customer satisfaction as social aspects. They concluded that achieving improvement in 
social and environmental aspects will cause losses from the economic side. 
 
In order to formulate social sustainability measures throughout APP modelling, the reviewed results consider 
quantitative variables limited to working hours, overtime hours, and hiring and firing strategies, while qualitative 
measures are not considered adequately (Rasmi et al. 2019; Türkay et al. 2016). Hence, additional articles considering 
social sustainability in general were briefly surveyed to explore further measures of social sustainability. Two sets of 
qualitative measures were considered by Kim & Kim (2012), which are safety and history. The safety set includes 
three sub-sets containing employee health status, violation status, and training status. The history set includes two sub-
sets stating employee experiences and skill matrix. In addition, Khokhar et al. (2020) suggested much more general 
dimensions of workforce issues to be considered in manufacturer social sustainability, such as organizational 
commitment to management, occupational safety and health management, wages, labor rights, educational training, 
and worker welfare. Thus, further investigation of the convenient set of social APP workforce-related measures based 
on industry type, organization structure, and working environment is needed. 
  

              Solution Approaches and Modeling Techniques 
The incorporation of APP with the intermixed nature of human learning evaluation and social sustainability entails a 
large-scale multiple conflicting objectives problem. In addition, real practice factors such as multi-product; uncertainty 
in demand, lead times of raw material, spare parts, and maintenance time; product price functions; and learning effect 
(dynamic workforce capacity) can convert APP models into a nonlinear sophisticated problem (Jamalnia et al. 2019; 
Kumar Badhotiya et al. 2018). In practical settings, such a model is computationally challenging and time-consuming. 
Thus, a novel approach to handle this complex problem is needed. According to the future research suggestions by 
Khaled et al. (2022), an efficient method to deal with these effortful models is to recourse to metaheuristics. 
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Table 3. Scopus search statement and results for APP meta-heuristic solution approaches 

Search Statement Total Results 
TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Aggregate Production Planning” OR “Aggregate Planning”) AND 
ALL (“Meta-Heuristic” OR “Metaheuristic”) 21 

 
Table 3 presents the search statement used to cover the use of metaheuristics as a solution approach for the APP 
problem. According to the limited number of results that consider metaheuristics as the main solution approach, 
despite the availability of enormous approaches, it can be claimed that applying such methodologies needs intensive 
future research to apply other metaheuristic approaches and to study their significance in solving such dynamic 
planning problems. 

The search results, which consider only metaheuristics approaches in solving APP problems particularly, are generally 
limited in number. Some articles are considering either hybridized solution models or modified algorithms aiming to 
improve algorithm solution searching and initiation inputs. Some of the base approaches found in the results include 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) with its moderations (Goli et al. 2019; Hossain & Islam  2018; Mehdizadeh et al. 2018; 
Nobari et al. 2018; Zaidan et al. 2019), Harmony Search algorithm (HSA) and its moderations (Abu Bakar et al., 2016; 
Hossain & Islam, 2018), Tabu Search (TS) (Mehta et al. 2018), Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm and its 
moderations (Abu Bakar et al. 2016; Kalaf et al. 2021; Kaveh & Dalfard 2014; Mehta et al. 2018; Zaidan et al. 2019), 
Bee Algorithm (BA) (Luangpaiboon & Aungkulanon 2013), and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and its 
moderations (Kalaf et al. 2021; Mehta et al. 2018). 

Figure 1 summarizes the percentage of frequencies of different metaheuristic solution approaches mentioned in the 
reviewed results, showing a larger interest in adopting GA, HSA, SA, and their hybridizations or moderations.  The 
figure also shows other metaheuristic approaches that have been employed, such as Imperialist Competitive Algorithm 
(ICA) (Nobari et al. 2018), Invasive Weed Optimization Algorithm (IWO) (Goli et al. 2019), and the Simplex 
Downhill (SD) (Zaidan et al. 2019). 

 
Figure 1. Frequencies of Metaheuristic approaches in the literature 

Furthermore, most APP problems in the resulting articles are modelled as multi-objective problems. The modelling 
techniques frequencies is illustrated in Figure 2 and include Multi-objective linear programming (MOLP) (Zaidan et 
al., 2019), Multi-objective mixed integer linear programming (MO-MILP) (Goli et al. 2019), Mixed integer linear 
programming (MILP) (Baykasoglu & Gocken 2010; Kaveh & Dalfard, 2014), Mixed integer non-linear programming 
(MINLP) (Nobari et al. 2018), Linear Programming (LP) (Hahn & Brandenburg, 2018; Kalaf et al. 2021) and 
Possibilistic Linear Programming (PLP) (Hossain & Islam  2018). As shown in the figure, MILP based techniques are 
the mostly used modelling technique. 
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Figure 2. Frequencies of Modelling Techniques in the literature. 

One noteworthy publication by Guzman et al. (2022) presented a holistic systematic review of models and algorithms 
applied to production planning problems that covered relevant articles from the years 2000 to 2020. They stated that 
MILP is the most widely used modelling approach, confirming our finding. They also found that complex models that 
use MILP as the modelling technique applied heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms to solve them. They concluded 
that the interoperation of mathematical models with metaheuristic or heuristic algorithms had been demonstrated to 
give good results for complex, multi-objective, and conflicting models.  
 
In addition, Khaled et al. and Kumar Badhotiya et al. (2022; 2018) found that, for large complex problems, stochastic 
modelling and metaheuristics approaches show near actual results with convenient computational time; despite 
highlighting a limitation in APP’s adoption of stochastic modelling and metaheuristics approaches. In another notable 
publication, Kalaf et al. (2021) indicated that highly complex APP problems are difficult to be tackled with 
mathematical programming techniques and that adopting metaheuristics to solve APP problems is much more 
successful. They also stated that no single metaheuristic approach could be used to solve all real APP problems and 
suggested hybrid metaheuristic approaches combining two or more algorithms to improve the solution space search 
performance. 

2.2 Numerical Findings 
Through this preliminary study for such a problem, the previously mentioned four search statements related to the 
three major search tracks helped in illustrating the current status of the search questions mentioned before. The analysis 
in this sub-section is captured using Scopus Elsevier’s abstract and citation database analysis results and will focus on 
publication type and frequency. Table 4 and Figure 3 show the summary of each search statement. Based on the 
searches’ results, a low number of publications is present across all searches, and with a considerable number of recent 
publications relative to the total number of publications. The percentage number of publications published in the last 
10 years relative to the total number of publications for each search is 30%, 24%, 78%, and 76%, respectively. Such 
percentages indicate an interest in research in these tracks by scholars across different subject areas. The results also 
indicate that the terms “Social Sustainability”, “Organizational Learning”, and “Learning” have been recognized as 
influencing factors in the APP problem since 1976 and are still under study for further development. 

Table 4. Search statements numerical analysis summary 

Search Statement Publication Type Publication Per Year 

1 

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Aggregate 
Production Planning” OR 
“Aggregate Planning”) AND 
TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Learning 
Curve” OR “Learning Rate”) 

Total: 10 Number of publications in last 
10 Years: 3  Articles: 8 

Reviews: 1 
Conference Papers: 1 
  
Journal to conference ratio: 8 

First Document: 1976  

Most Recent Document: 2022  

2 TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Aggregate 
Production Planning” OR 

Total: 33 Number of publications in last 
10 Years: 8 Articles: 25 

MOLP
29%

MO-MILP
23%

MILP
12%

MINLP
6%

LP
18%

PLP
12%
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Search Statement Publication Type Publication Per Year 
“Aggregate Planning”) AND ALL 
(“Organizational learning” OR 
“learning rate” OR “learning curve”) 

Book Chapters: 3 
Reviews: 3 
Books: 1 
Conference Papers: 1 

Journal-to-conference ratio: 25 

First Document: 1976 

Most Recent Document: 2022  

3 

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Aggregate 
Production Planning” OR 
“Aggregate Planning”) AND 
TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Social” OR 
“Social Sustainability”) 

Total: 18 Number of publications in last 
10 Years: 14  Articles: 11 

Reviews: 2 
Conference Papers: 5 

Journal-to-conference ratio: 2.2 

First Document: 1977  

Most Recent Document: 2022  

4 

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Aggregate 
Production Planning” OR 
“Aggregate Planning”) AND ALL 
(“Meta-Heuristic” OR 
“Metaheuristic” ) 

Total: 21 Number of publications in last 
10 Years: 16 Articles: 13 

Reviews: 3 
Conference Papers: 5 

Journal-to-conference ratio: 2.6 

First Document: 2007 

Most Recent Document: 2021 

Figure 3. A, B, C, and D charts show distribution of publications over years for search statements 1, 2, 3, and 4 
respectively. 

3. Summary and Limitations
In summary, this review has analyzed the current state of the incorporation of workforce experience evaluation and 
social sustainability in Aggregate Production Planning (APP) problem. Also, the solution approaches and modelling 
techniques used were analyzed. It could be concluded that, while the impact of the learning curve on the APP problem 
has received some attention in the literature, the consideration of organizational learning with a multi-variable learning 
curve model is limited. Also, incorporating social sustainability aspects such as workforce health, work-life balance, 
and other aspects is less common. Metaheuristics have been identified as a promising approach for addressing the 
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complexity of APP problems, and many different metaheuristics have been applied for similar applications. However, 
more research is needed to fully understand its potential in solving APP problems, including the use of hybrid 
approaches.  

The incorporation of organizational learning into the APP model can contribute to cost reduction and optimized 
workforce management, while the consideration of social sustainability measures ensures a proper balance of human 
resources in production systems. Additionally, the use of metaheuristics ensures higher responsiveness to variable 
fluctuations in the planning system.  

This review has identified several potential future research directions to enhance the APP process. First, there is a 
need to investigate ways to further enhance the workforce learning effect through employee training, combining 
individual and organizational learning, and reducing the forgetting effect. Second, more research is needed to 
understand how organizational learning impacts different types of industries and how it changes over time according 
to the applied management model. Third, future research should investigate how organizational learning impacts all 
sustainability pillars throughout production systems and address a set of quantitative and qualitative social 
sustainability measures for each type of industry. Finally, there is a need to develop solution approaches that consider 
the uncertainty of variables. 

The conducted review has some limitations. Firstly, some articles related to the research field were not accessible to 
review. Secondly, the consideration of social sustainability in APP is assumed to be based on the common definitions 
of sustainable manufacturing and production planning as there is no standard definition. Finally, the in-depth analysis 
of the interrelation between social sustainability and organizational learning was not considered in this study. 
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